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All components are made entirely of stainless steel in a highly 
polished version for hygienic applications

For questions or additional information, please call our King of 
Bacon team!

price on request

King of Bacon  Smoke- and cooking trollies 
specially for automatic loading   

The King of Bacon smoke trolleys are designed for safe and efficient 
loading with products for thermal treatment. The stable and quality 
construction ensures long life and economical use. For the automated 
version, we can offer you our King of Bacon Lifter optional to our smoke 
trolly for automatic loading and unloading.

photo shows smoke- and cooking trolley 
with 3 er  Press grid Set complete filled

art-nr. 450
King of Bacon smoke- and cooking trolley small          
increased smoking and cooking trolley with 6 
pieces roles in the wheel with tilting moment. 
Optional rails for forklift. Distance and height 
for inserting the pressing grid (max. Grid area 
940 x 920 mm) or particular forms of 
specification and customized. Load per smoke 
trolley about 1.5 tonnes, 6 or 7 shelves are 
standard versions, depending on the 
compartment height multiple levels on request. 
maximal outside dimensions of trolley: 
L 1000 x B 1000 x H 1950 mm 

Art-Nr. 451
King of Bacon smoke-and cooking trolley big          
increased smoking and cooking trolley with 6 
pieces roles in the wheel with tilting moment. 
Optional rails for forklift. Distance and height 
for inserting the pressing grid (max. Grid area 
1000 x 1000 mm) or particular forms of 
specification and customized. Load per smoke 
trolley about 1.5 tonnes, 6 or 7 shelves are 
standard versions, depending on the 
compartment height multiple levels on request.
maximal outside dimensions of trolley: 
L 1060 x B 1060 x H 1950 mm 

price on request

photo shows smoke- and cooking 
trolley with Slicermoulds complete 
filled

max. outside dimensions show description




